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experience in disciplined command, it is not surprising that at
first glance quite a number of them were mistaken for statesmen.
These were the men then who were suddenly called upon to
take over a great nation, in defeat and dissolution, men too who in
addition to deficiencies that would have been a handicap in normal
times were now suffering from the effects of a tremendous moral
and physical strain. It was impossible for them to shake off past
training:, and the unreal character of the German revolution is
seen in its entire failure to produce new leaders. There were not
only no young men among the leaders of 1918-19; there were
also no new leaders; every man who came into prominence
between 1918 and 1923 had already years of administrative or
political work behind him and inevitably he brought into the new
sphere the practices and the outlook that had served well enough
in the old. It was, for instance, just as impossible for Ebert at
first to grasp the fact that a revolution cannot be run by the same
methods as a trade union as for a later chancellor to see that the
methods which enabled the Hamburg-Amerika line to prosper
are not necessarily those by which a great nation can suitably be
governed. The politicians in Germany had gone through no
apprenticeship; the astonishing thing perhaps is that they made,
on the whole, so few mistakes. But the mistakes they did make
were nearly fatal.
When it came to the making of the constitution they were in
their element. The Weimar constitution of August 1919 is in all
respects a remarkable document. It is perhaps the most compre-
hensive constitution ever compiled, the best textbook so far
written on modern democratic ideas. That was precisely the mis-
take that the theorist politicians in Germany were led into by
their legal advisers, incidentally some of the ablest jurists in
Europe. The constitution of a democratic Germany, a constitution
which should lead the world and at the same time sacrifice none
of the peculiar merits of the old regime, had been settled in
principle even before the war. For those who were entrusted with
the framing of that of 1919, all that required to be done was to
arrange details^, taking into account the new circumstances created
by the revolution, and they performed their task with extraordinary

